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Regie ___________________________ James Franco & Travis Mathews
Drehbuch __________________________ Travis Mathews
Produzenten _______________ James Franco, Travis Mathews,
Vince Jolivette, Keith Wilson, Iris Torres
Kamera ________________________ Keith Wilson, Seana Carroll,
James Franco, Travis Mathews
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Musik ___________________________ Brian Jones
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James Franco
Christian Patrick
Travis Mathews
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SYNOPSIS

Als 1980 der Skandalfilm CRUISING (mit AL PACINO als Undercover-Cop in der schwulen New Yorker S/M- & Leder-Szene) veröffentlicht werden sollte, wurde der Film im Vorfeld derart kontrovers diskutiert, dass 40 Minuten sexuell äußerst expliziten Materials herausgeschnitten werden mussten.

Da diese Originalszenen verloren gingen, zeigen Filmemacher Travis Mathews und Hollywoodstar JAMES FRANCO (SPIDERMAN 1-3, PLANET DER AFFEN: PREVOLUTION) mit ihrem, ursprünglich als Videokunst-Projekt JAMES FRANCO’S CRUISING für eine New Yorker Galerie realisierten, fesselnden Film „INTERIOR. LEATHER BAR.“ ein Making-of dessen, was einige der verschollenen Sequenzen damals hätten zeigen können - inklusive echtem Sex.

Im Grenzgebiet zwischen Realität und Fiktion erforscht INTERIOR. LEATHER BAR. die Mechanismen der Homophobie in Hollywood und hinterfragt gängige Klischees.

FESTIVALTEILNAHMEN (Auswahl):

- Sektion Panorama & TEDDY AWARD Nominierung
  Bester Film - 63. Internationale Filmfestspiele Berlin - BERLINALE
- Weltpremiere - SUNDANCE Film Festival - USA
- 27th BFI - Int. Queer Filmfestival - LONDON
- Melbourne Queer Filmfestival - AUSTRALIEN
- Out in Africa, Kapstadt - SÜDAFRIKA
- Toronto Int. Filmfestival – KANADA
- !f Istanbul International Independent Filmfestival - TÜRKEI
- Cleveland International Filmfestival – USA
- Amsterdam Queer Filmfestival - NIEDERLANDE
INTERIOR. LEATHER BAR.

LANGINHALT

Als 1980 der Skandalfilm CRUISING (mit AL PACINO als Undercover-Cop in der schwulen New Yorker S/M- & Leder-Szene) veröffentlicht werden sollte, wurde der Film im Vorfeld derart kontrovers diskutiert, dass 40 Minuten sexuell äußerst expliziten Materials herausgeschnitten werden mussten.

Da diese Originalszenen verloren gingen, zeigen Filmemacher Travis Mathews und Hollywoodstar JAMES FRANCO (SPIDERMAN 1-3, PLANET DER AFFEN: PREVOLUTION) mit ihrem, ursprünglich als Videokunst-Projekt JAMES FRANCO’S CRUISING für eine New Yorker Galerie realisierten, fesselnden Film INTERIOR. LEATHER BAR. ein Making-of dessen, was einige der verschollenen Sequenzen damals hätte zeigen können - inklusive echtem Sex.

Was entsteht, ist ein Portrait der faszinierenden Dynamik, die das Bedürfnis des Filmemachers antreibt, Normalität zu hinterfragen, der Interaktion von Berühmtheit und Experimentieren und des Dilemmas der Darsteller, in einem sexuell eindeutigen schwulen S/M Film zu spielen.

Im Grenzgebiet zwischen Realität und Fiktion erforscht „INTERIOR. LEATHER BAR.“ die Mechanismen der Homophobie in Hollywood und hinterfragt gängige Klischees.

PRESSESTIMMEN

„Eine der aufregendsten Überraschungen des Sundance Film Festival...“ Manohla Dargis, The New York Times

„Beinahe kann man Grenzen splittern und aufbrechen hören.“ Solvej Schou, Entertainment Weekly

„Eine unglaubliche Erkundung von Männlichkeit und Sexualität.“ Bryce J. Renninger, indieWIRE


Die Kameras laufen bereits, als Franco eine Gruppe schwuler, aber auch heterosexueller Männer für seinen Film versammelt: Unter ihnen der attraktive Val Lauren in der Rolle Al Pacinos.
Born - 1978, Palo Alto, California, USA

James Franco has become multi-faceted in his endeavors as a student, artist, writer, director and actor. He has earned accolades for his performances in James Dean, Milk and 127 Hours and also starred in Rise of the Planet of the Apes and the Spider-Man trilogy. Additionally, Franco wrote & directed The Broken Tower and directed Sal and Saturday Night. He will next star in Oz: The Great and Powerful, Child of God, As I Lay Dying, The End of the World and Homefront.

**Filmography**

- Bukowski (2014)
- As I Lay Dying (2013)
- Child Of God (2013)
- Interior. Leather Bar (2013)
- Black Dog, Red Dog (2013)
- Dream (2012)
- My Own Private River (2012)
- Francophrenia (Or Don’t Kill Me, I Know Where the Baby Is) 2012
- Sal (2011)
- The Broken Tower (2011)
- The Clerk’s Tale (2010)
- Saturday Night (2010)
- Herbert White (2010)
- The Feast of Stephen (2009)
- 42 One Dream Rush (2009)
- Good Time Max (2007)
- The Ape (2005)
- Fool’s Gold (2005)

Born - 1975, Newark, Ohio, USA

Travis Mathews is an award-winning filmmaker whose movies focus on gay men and intimacy. Informed with a Masters in Counseling Psychology and a background in documentary, Travis takes a thoughtful and naturalistic approach to filmmaking while maintaining a sense of humor in his work.

In 2009 Travis started an ongoing documentary series called *IN THEIR ROOM* about gay men and bedrooms. The first of several episodes was filmed in San Francisco, followed by Berlin (2010) and more recently, London (2012). Ira Sachs (KEEP THE LIGHTS ON) calls the series, “deeply intimate” and credits Mathews with “a kind and empathetic eye as a filmmaker and a new voice needed to tell our stories.” John Cameron Mitchell (SHORT BUS) refers to Mathews as “refreshingly honest, a new voice giving queer cinema a much needed injection of emotional intimacy.” In 2010 TLA awarded Mathews’ narrative short, I WANT YOUR LOVE, “Best Short” honors. The feature version of the same name played dozens of festivals worldwide in 2012.

Andrew Haigh (WEEKEND) calls I WANT YOUR LOVE (2011), Mathews’ feature debut, “a bold film with rare insight into the uncensored lives of a generation of gay men.

**Filmography**

- In Their Room London (2013)
- I Want Your Love -feature (2012)
- In Their Room Berlin (2011)
- I Want Your Love -short (2010)
- In Their Room San Francisco (2009)
- Do I Look Fat? (2005)
How did you get involved with James Franco and this project?

Early in the summer of 2012 my first feature, I Want Your Love, was playing film festivals and getting some attention because of the way I wove unsimulated gay sex into the story. This was happening around the same time James was interested in doing a project that revisited William Friedkin’s Cruising. It wasn’t going to be a remake, but more of a nod, using it as a jumping off place.

A jumping off place. Okay, so what were the parameters?

One of the things he knew from the offset was that he wanted there to be real gay sex in it, and this is where I came in. Initially, the scope of the project was small, it was just going to be a short video among a couple that James was playing during fashion week at a clothing boutique in NYC, CoSTUME NATIONAL. We had a month before production and one month following for me to edit. It was pretty insane. The first time James and I talked I gauged how willing he was to acknowledge his celebrity - incorporating how he’s talked about in relation to gay themed material - in the making of this film. I knew that with the number of films he’d recently made that had either gay or queer content, people would be talking. And even though we weren’t remaking Cruising, there’s some baked-in controversy to that movie that casts a pretty long shadow. We could use this all to our advantage. We knew that we needed to be one step ahead of the audience for this to work. I had a list of things I expected people to ask upon hearing about the movie: “Is James gay?” “Does he have sex in this?” “Who does he think he is for touching this movie?” And it’s been exactly how I thought it would be with people asking these same questions all the time. And James, to his enormous credit, was open to going this route. He was just going to be doing a project that revisited William Friedkin’s Cruising in unexpected ways. If we had wanted to do something that was very stylized and carefully set-up, we wouldn’t have gotten more than 10 minutes of a movie finished in the time allotted, which was 4 weeks from inception to post. The film ends up being a combination between what is ostensibly behind-the-scenes footage and then scenes that are the film-within-the-film which are part of the supposed reimagined forty minutes.

When did you realize that you did have enough material for a feature?

I was secretly hoping that there was enough here that I could make into a feature. I didn't really share that with a lot of people, because I knew, at max, we were only going to have three or four shooting days, though we ended up only having about one-and-a-half. I didn’t sense that there was a feature here until i was in post. Once we settled on making the actual production such a big part of the film, James wanted a lot of cameras (3 or 4) always rolling. It saved us really, because it meant more coverage. There was a little bit of dialogue that I knew I wanted to be in there, but for the most part it was a bunch of scenes that were in the service of building a particular arc around Val Lauren's character, with Val playing himself going on this day-long journey through this gay subculture. There were all these little scenes that I included in the outline -- things I knew needed to be accomplished -- while there was also room for spontaneous scenes to happen, which actually do occur in the film, adding to the question of what's real and what's not real. I watch it and still don’t totally know sometimes.

I heard that you edited this in your childhood bedroom. True?

Almost immediately after we wrapped I flew to my mom’s house in the middle of nowhere Ohio to edit the film in my boyhood bedroom. So yeah... I worked twelve or fourteen hours a day on this in order to go through all the footage from multiple cameras and line everything up. This was pretty complicated at first, but I'm glad that I did it in order to get that much more familiar with the footage and to understand where things needed to go. I realized pretty quickly that there was a richer narrative present than I even expected, and I was going to push to make this into a feature.
How did your parents feel about you editing a celebrity gay leather bar movie in their house?

They loved it, were totally supportive. It was so much like being in high school again with me always in my room with the door shut and my mom always asking what I wanted for dinner. If my 16-year-old self would have known that I’d be working on this with my family’s enthusiastic support...my mom was really the first audience for this. I’d edit a section, mom would go get her glasses and her soda and I’d have her take a look. She had some good notes.

How did the gallery piece differ from the feature?

I made a really long assembly cut of what I thought would be the feature, before having a conversation with CosTume National about what they wanted for their show. I was under the impression that they wanted something that was, in my mind, what an art video is: kind of impressionistic, where you walk in, have an experience, and leave, something where you don’t need to sit through the whole thing. I’d just recently met a couple of extras from the original Cruising, and recorded them talking about what it was like to be part of those infamous bar scenes. I was planning to mix the audio of my interviews with them with these 2012 extras that are in our film, but CosTume National wasn’t so interested in that. I think they wanted as much James Franco time on screen as possible, so they encouraged me to do something more narrative-driven that was as long as I wanted it to be. Once that was understood, it didn’t make sense for me to make something that was going to be more work for me (and something they didn’t even want in the first place), so I just continued editing the feature. Ultimately, what I did for the piece was pull out certain scenes from it, tweak them, and massage them for a forty-four minute version. The final version of the film, which barely clocks in as a feature, is sixty minutes long.

How did you find the actors for the film?

I found them a couple of different ways. One of the actors, Brenden Gregory, worked with me on the short version of I Want Your Love in 2010. I knew he was living in LA and I wanted the chance to work with him again. So I contacted him, and he and his real-life boyfriend, Bradley Roberge, got on board. Brenden was reluctant to do this initially, because he wants to be taken seriously as an actor and he didn’t want to do another film where he was going to have to take his clothes off. We shelved this conversation, knowing we needed to have it, and waited until the day of production to talk about these issues. This was another of those aspects of the film that’s both real, but also sort of staged. We were filming working through his reservations, and it made it into the first cut of the film, but now it’s the domain of DVD extras. We also had a casting call at Playhouse West, where James first started acting.

I’d never done a casting call like this before -- I had done auditions, but not an actual casting call. The only thing that the guys who showed up knew was that it was a James Franco project involving a gay bar scene. There were probably 50 guys who showed up, and they all sat in these theatre seats, as Iris Torres, one of the producers, gave me the floor to talk about this project. Once I got into the specifics, a good third of the men left the room. I wasn’t asking any of these guys to have sex. They were all going to be extras for the bar scene, but I was asking for them to be in a very gay space where sex would be happening around them. For this, I needed to know how comfortable they were with kissing and touching another man in a space that was supposed to be a gay leather bar. What we ended up doing was putting different people in different corners of the room based on their comfort level interacting with another man and being so close to actual gay sex. I kill myself a little every day wishing that we’d filmed this. It was pretty rich and would have probably made it into the final cut. I asked the remaining guys to pick one of four groups in different parts of the room. The groups ranged from “I’m up for anything, I’ll do whatever” to a group where the guys were only as comfortable as taking off their shirt, but not actually touching, kissing, or dancing with anybody. I could see a lot of these guys doing some quick internal processing about what they might be getting into and what it all meant. To be honest, I was pretty surprised at how weirded out many of them were. Nevertheless, we ended up keeping almost everyone who wanted to be part of the bar scenes. Initially, I didn’t want anyone from the “weirded out” group, but the more I thought about it, it seemed like including those guys would add to the whole texture of it. I thought it would be interesting to have a solid mix of gay and straight men involved, but also with varying degrees of comfort being in such a gay space, and it worked.

What about Val Lauren? How did he become a part of the project?

Val, who plays the lead, is an old friend of James’. They worked together at Playhouse, and James had asked me what I thought of Val playing what would ostensibly be some version of the character Al Pacino based his performance off of - I say that, but Val’s performance is more than pantomime, he’s doing his own thing. Val came in just as I was finishing up the first draft of the treatment. I sent the treatment over to them, and Val looked at it and had a conversation with James where - it was relayed to me -- he asked James to reconsider the whole project. Val didn’t understand the artistic merit in doing something like this, and there were all these boundaries that he was putting up very quickly about what he would and would not do. Hearing all of this and having just watched James’ film Sal, in which Val played Sal Mineo, I knew he’d be perfect. His resistance mixed with a willingness to be part of the film was music to my ears.
We got along great, but there was always some tension with what he wanted to do and how far I might push him on the day of the shoot. James was interested in letting it be whatever it was. Honestly, that was a bit scary for me, but it was the right decision, especially with the story we were telling. All of the stuff you see with Val in the opening scenes where he speaks directly about his ambivalent feelings, totally real. None of that was planned.

**What about the rest of the crew?**

All of this was happening really quickly. In the four weeks between first talking to James and beginning production, I approached a few people I had worked with before, whom I trusted, to get story consultation and advice, as well as the production team that I had worked with before. One of them was Michael Lannan, who was the assistant director on I Want Your Love and ended up being the A.D. on this film as well. I also brought in my producing partner, Keith Wilson, who had been the director of photography on the I Want Your Love short and feature. I felt like the three of us were all on the same page when it came to decision making, and we had a shorthand language with each other which was helpful with time management.

**What were some of the ways you referenced Cruising in the film?**

One of the things I knew about Cruising was its history as a lightning rod for a lot of people, and it still is, for its representation of gay people. I had reread Cruising just a few months before James contacted me, and then I watched it again immediately after that. I still think if you just look at those gay bar scenes alone -- forget the murder stuff, even forget Pacino for the most part -- it really is an interesting and important document of NYC gay, leather subculture right on the brink of AIDS. A lot of that comes through because, according to reports from people who were on the set for the bar scenes, Friedkin encouraged the extras to treat the space, which was a real gay S&M bar, as if it were any old night. So people were drinking, people were smoking, people were smoking weed, doing poppers, and by a lot of reports, there was real sex happening. I think that's why those scenes have a documentary feel to them. I counted on certain people to blindly be all over our production because of James’ involvement. But I also expected a lot of people to roll their eyes and basically say, "Why revisit this movie?" I wanted to find a way to weave in a 2012 protest element. In my first treatment, there were actual people outside the studio protesting, which seems really silly when now I think about it. And so, we found a way to sneak it into the film in a way that seems really authentic and not over-the-top. You can see this in the scene where we have a bunch of the extras sitting around -- not knowing fully what they were doing or what they would be expected to do -- talking and gossiping about the project, how they felt about it or James, or how this would be perceived by a wider audience once it finally gets out there. I think this scene basically serves as a millennial version of what protesting is, and a lot of what they were saying was echoed by people online.

**What was it like also being in front of the camera for the first time in one of your films?**

I knew that there was some risk in signing on to this project the way we had talked about because I was going to be on display as a director. If I looked like a jackass, or an idiot, or incompetent, that was going to get recorded. I think all of that helped to make me a better director, but it wasn’t something that I was consciously thinking about. We were moving so quickly that there wasn’t time to worry or ruminate about much anything.

**How did you film the sex scenes?**

You know, I never sought out to be known for my sex scenes. It may seem like it’s been strategic, but it all just kind of happened this way. I’ve been consistently interested in telling stories that I wasn’t seeing on screen, ones that felt honest, intimate, and raw in different ways...that interest dovetailed into sex at a certain point. There are so many different stories that can be told through the way somebody has sex. You have so many different lives you go on -- for a moment it’s playful, and it’s super fun, and it’s hot, and then it’s like you’re taking a break, or maybe you’re feeling insecure. There are a lot of underutilized ways to explore character and story through sex. For the sex scene between Brenden and Bradley, we knew that it was going to involve Master Avery instructing them on what to do sexually, and then something wasn’t going to work, and we were going to have to stop, and I was going to have to sit and talk with them about what they needed to make this sex scene happen. This was going to give us permission -within the story- to shoot something that’s more intimate and loving than just a raw fuck scene, which was basically what the sex in the film had been up to this point. That sort of intimacy is what I gravitate toward as a filmmaker and that’s what people have begun expect from me. But within the story, it was important for Val to witness an intimate homo sex moment that challenged his ideas. The way in which all of this transpired with Brendan and Bradley was interesting because we didn’t really know what was going to happen to make them uncomfortable with what was going on. Some of that was a bit staged, but they truly were ill at ease with the instructions Master Avery was giving them, and it became a strange experience for all of us. At a certain point, we stopped, and I sat on the couch with them to talk about the issues they were having. This was “scripted” in so much as we planned for when these things were going to happen, but they were things we accurately anticipated would actually occur. lot of “interesting! Let’s suspend this for later when it’s being filmed.”
Brenden and Bradley became uncomfortable with the way in which Master Avery was instructing them because that's not how they normally have sex with each other, so we had to deal with it. As a director, it was about understanding what was uncomfortable for them. If they had said that the whole situation was just too much for them, we would have stopped. This wasn't me performing for the camera, this was me genuinely wanting me to know what was uncomfortable and what to we needed to do to move past it. Filming sex scenes adds up to a lot of basic stuff, like trust, giving the performers space, respecting them as people, catering to what they need, and ultimately, as much as possible, receding into the background in moments where it would be advantageous to disappear. The first thing the actors and I do is to agree on the parameters before we start filming so that everyone's clear about where this is going and what people's limits are. Also, within the story context, it's important that we have an understanding of the points that need to be hit within the scene. There's a certain amount of room that I give people in finding how to get from Point A to Point B. I think that's where a lot of the raw, honest stuff comes out. The actors figure out how they (and their characters) would normally get to the next stage sexually with each other. It's about unde-
serting them as people, catering to what they need, and ultimately, a lot of basic stuff, like trust, giving the performers...

How did you decide upon the look of the film?

Travis and I were holed up for one day in this Travelodge motel, figuring out the shot list, the script, the story, and everything down to the last minute. We were going back and forth about whether or not to shoot the film on a tripod. I wanted to use them, because I wanted control over the way everything looked. But Travis was correct in suggesting against it, because, for one, we weren't going to have enough time to set up the shots as I would like them, and two, it didn't make sense for the film that we were about to make. The film needed to feel kind of dirty, raw, and intimate, and in my opinion, intimacy with a camera happens off the sticks. At the same time, it was really important that the bar scenes we were creating looked really polished to show our filmmaking chops a little bit.

What type of cameras were used on the set?

One of the things that James' producers made sure we were aware of was that he likes a lot of cameras going on set, including his own. We had probably (six or seven cameras covering at all times, but there were three different types of cameras used. James and his production team had two Sony EX3s, and Travis and I had our own Sony EX1, which is a really solid camera and especially good for vérité. There was also a Canon 5D, a Canon Rebel and this bizarre tiny camera that looks like old film. It shoots in HD and is around 3 x 1 inches and James was introduced to it by Harmony. We didn't end up using any of that footage because it was so strikingly different from the rest. In the behind-the-scenes stuff, the Sony and the Canon added a subtle slipperiness to it. The bar scenes were all shot exclusively with the Sony EX3, so that it looked consistent.
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What was it like filming the sex scenes?

In my mind, there are two ways to look at shooting sex. On one hand, it’s just like filming any other scene, in that there’s coverage you have to get and there’s lighting that has to be done and there’s consistent emotional narratives that need to be captured. There are actors that have to be considered and time management is crucial. There’s a camera lens that needs cleaning, blah blah blah. But on the other hand, it’s different because you are filming people when they are most vulnerable. It’s less about directing the actors than it is about connecting with these actors as humans, and as gay men, and as sexual beings. This makes them feel comfortable and able to do these scenes, and gives the film authentic displays of gay male intimacy. I guess shooting sex the way Travis and I do requires me to put on both my cinematographer and my group therapist hats.

CAST & CREW

CAST

Val Lauren    Val/Steve
James Franco  James
Christian Patrick Master Avery
Travis Mathews Travis
Brenden Gregory Brenden
Brad Roberge  Bradley
Colin Chavez  Drag Queen
A.J. Goodrich  A.J.
Robby Ackien  Robby
Osblado Daniel Alvarez Osblado
Andres Barcelo  Andres
Nick Buda  Nick
Jol Devitro  Jol
Jonathan Howard  Jonathan
Caleb James  Caleb
Michael Lannan  Michael
Loc Le  Loc
Tyson C. Lenard  Tyson
Matthew McKellington  Matthew
Joel Michaely  Joel
Chervine Namani  Chervine
Adrian Pena  Adrian
Ben Phen  Ben
Jake Robbins  Jake
Scott Schwenk  Scott
Jay Sosnicki  Jay
Lane Stewart  Lane
Rob Vincent  Rob
Keith Wilson  Keith
Eva Lauren  Eva

CREW

Directed by James Franco; Travis Mathews
Written by Travis Mathews
Producers James Franco, Vince Jolivette, Travis Mathews, Iris Torres, Keith Wilson
Associate Producer Thomas Patrick Lane
Director of Photography Keith Wilson
Cinematographers Keith Wilson
Costume Designer Travis Mathews
Makeup Seana Carrol
Assistant Director James Franco
Set Designer Lane Stewart
Sound Recordist Brianna Getrost
Sound Mix & Design Michael Lannan
Original Score Kit Bateman
Music by Liz Phillips
Gaffer Chase Keehn
Still Photography Santiago Latorre
Digital Imaging Tech. Crash Course in Science
Production Assistants Adam Finken
Assistant Director Michael Lannan
Set Designer Lane Stewart
Post-production Supervisor Brianna Getrost
Colorist Michael Lannan
Titles and Graphics Kit Bateman
Digital Marketing Chase Keehn
Poster Design Michael Lannan
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